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John Proctor Chapter & verse

Bells are about the only sound 
missing on the Day of Pentecost. 
Yet, the chapter rings many a bell. 
It resonates with a host of hopes 

and encounters from elsewhere in the 
Bible. It brings old stories back to life, with 
new energy and direction. It blows the sails 
of Scripture into open water. It is familiar, 
yet wonderfully fresh.

The rushing mighty wind breathes 
the scent of creation, of the Spirit of God 
moving out of void and darkness and 
beckoning a world into life and beauty 
(Genesis 1). At Pentecost, God the maker is 
reshaping the story of earth.

Flames that gleam and glow but 
do not scorch or scar recall the bush 
in the wilderness. It was burning but 
not consumed (Exodus 3). And again at 
Pentecost, the God who speaks in the 
desert, who summons people from the 
margins of life to be signs of hope in the 
face of hardship and hurt – this God is 
stirring once more, with a flame that 
speaks of mystery, presence and promise.

What of tongues? Remember when 
the Tower of Babel stood to the sky, 
blazoned with slogans of human pride, 
and suddenly people realised that in 
reaching for heaven they had forgotten 
how to speak as neighbours (Genesis 11)? 
Pentecost is like Babel in reverse. Heaven 
comes down. Speech is possible in new 
and unexpected ways. New words are 
given for communication, for care, for 
contact and community.

There is prophecy too, in Joel’s vision of 
the Spirit of God spreading across “all flesh”, 
no longer rare, scarce and selective but 
generous, inviting and gloriously inclusive. 
Youth and age, women and men, will taste 
and tell the might and love of God.

Pentecost rings many a bell. It 
speaks back to the old story, to the Old 
Testament, to the journey that God’s 
people had taken through the blessings 
and burdens of the past. And perhaps it 
speaks back too to your story and mine, 
through four themes.

Creation: the Spirit of Jesus never 
comes to erase God’s good gifts, to scrub 
out all we have been before, to start again 
as if you or I were an entirely different 
person. When we are drawn deeper and 
closer to God, we come as ourselves. We 

become more fully the people we are and 
live more truly the lives we have been 
given; we discover more gladly our real 
identity.

Flame in the desert: so often the Spirit 
will meet us in the lonely and desolate 
places of our days. Even there, God is 
real. Out of the arid places of our living, 
God can kindle potential and calling 
within us that we would never have 
guessed. The God of the wilderness will 
refine us for service, rather than write 
us off.

Communication: the Holy Spirit 
has been called “the go-between God”, 
tuning us into the joy and wisdom of 
heaven, forging and sustaining a lively 
contact between people and our maker. 
Along with that, we may regularly find 
that the Spirit is a go-between in our 
dealings with other people, giving us 
deeper empathy, a clearer insight into 
the pains and pressures around us and a 
greater ability to share the love of Jesus 
in word and deed.

And “all flesh”? Surely one of the 
Spirit’s greatest gifts is the creation 
of fellowship across the barriers and 
divisions of human experience. When 
we find Jesus at work in people whose 
background, story, outlook or culture 
is different from our own, then we 
discover something prophetic. God 
means to share the life of Jesus with us 
through the rich and broad tapestry of a 
varied and inviting church.

So, will Pentecost ring a bell for 
you and me – reshaping our life from 
within, calling us from the waste places 
of our days to new hope and service, 
sharpening our empathy with neighbour 
and stranger in need, and binding us in 
fellowship as a church rich in variety 
and one in Jesus? Those would be 
sounds to relish, when the Spirit comes.   

John Proctor is General Secretary of 
the United Reformed Church

‘Will Pentecost ring a 
bell for you?’

“Pentecost speaks to the old story. And perhaps 
to your story and mine”
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“... All of them were filled with the Holy Spirit.... All were amazed and perplexed: saying... 
‘What does this mean?’...”  

Acts 2:1-21
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Chapter & verse – John Proctor (page 18) 
Read Acts 2:1-21 followed by John Proctor’s article. 

1. What are the sights and sounds of the passage in Acts 2? If you had witnessed the event 
Luke describes, what would your experience have been?

2. John says in paragraph two: “God the maker is reshaping the story of earth”. In what way 
does Pentecost do this?

3. In paragraph three, John says that the flame “speaks of mystery, presence and promise”. 
What does it say about such things?

4. If Pentecost reverses the story of Babel, as John suggests in paragraph four, what are the 
results of that reversal?

5. The Spirit does not “scrub out all we have been before”, says John in paragraph seven. 
What difference does this make to our lives as Christians?

6. Do you have experience God kindling potential and calling in the arid places of life, as John 
describes in paragraph eight? How might this change the way we view hard times?

7. Do you find the Holy Spirit to be a go-between in your dealings with people, as John 
suggests in paragraph nine? How would your communication be different with more of the 
Spirit’s going-between? And how might you bring that about? 

8. What experience do you have of “the creation of fellowship across the barriers and 
division of human experience”? Which differences between people today most need that 
creation of fellowship – in your own life, in the life of the Church and in the wider world? 

For further reflection: “I will pour water on the thirsty land, and streams on the dry ground;
I will pour my spirit upon your descendants, and my blessing on your offspring.” Isaiah 44:3

Prayer: Breathe your breath into us, Spirit of God; light your fire within us; loosen our 
tongues; and overcome the things that divide us. Amen. 


